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Fig. 1. A projected result Y of the proposed radiometric compensation technique based on 2-DOF distributed control for the 76-th
frame of the anial movie (see Section 5). To make the system scalable, a broadcasting from the camera node to the projector nodes
was only used as a communication method. Therefore, the input image to each projector xi was computed on each projector node
using a broadcasted data ξ from the camera node, which was computed with target image r and the previous projected result. Note
that some areas in the input images are masked for better visibility, where artifacts occur due to geometric calibration errors, which
do not affect the projected result at all.
Abstract—This paper proposes a novel radiometric compensation technique for cooperative projection system based-on distributed
optimization. To achieve high scalability and robustness, we assume cooperative projection environments such that 1. each projector
does not have information about other projectors as well as target images, 2. the camera does not have information about the
projectors either, while having the target images, and 3. only a broadcast communication from the camera to the projectors is allowed
to suppress the data transfer bandwidth. To this end, we first investigate a distributed optimization based feedback mechanism that
is suitable for the required decentralized information processing environment. Next, we show that this mechanism works well for still
image projection, however not necessary for moving images due to the lack of dynamic responsiveness. To overcome this issue,
we propose to implement an additional feedforward mechanism. Such a 2 Degree Of Freedom (2-DOF) control structure is wellknown in control engineering community as a typical method to enhance not only disturbance rejection but also reference tracking
capability, simultaneously. We theoretically guarantee and experimentally demonstrate that this 2-DOF structure yields the moving
image projection accuracy that is overwhelming the best achievable performance only by the distributed optimization mechanisms.
Index Terms—Projector-camera system, radiometric compensation, distributed optimization, control theory
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I NTRODUCTION

Radiometric compensation is an important fundamental technology
for projection-based augmented reality (AR), which corrects color artifacts of projected imagery on textured surfaces [7]. It has expanded
the application fields of projection-based AR by allowing not only surfaces suitable for projections, such as uniformly white objects, but
almost arbitrary diffuse surfaces even with textures, to be projection
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targets. So far, much effort has been put on improving compensation accuracy for a single projection system. However, due to various
factors such as the limited dynamic ranges of projectors and shadows
of projected images, a single projection is not sufficient to provide acceptable projection results in many application scenarios. In this paper,
we focus on radiometric compensation for a cooperative overlapping
multi-projection system that has several advantages over a single projection system, such as higher maximum luminance while covering
wider field of view and less shadows.
There are several technical issues for radiometric compensation of
a cooperative multi-projection system, which are not necessarily considered in the previous researches for a single projection system. For
example, the system should be scalable so that it accommodates the
demand of increasing computational costs and communications traffic
when the number of projector nodes increases. In other words, it is
important to have a Plug-and-Play capability by which a newly added
(plug-in) projector node is automatically connected to the system’s
network. The system also should be robust for the failure (plug-out)
of projector nodes at runtime. However, these issues have not been

carefully considered in the radiometric compensation research field.
To achieve high scalability, robustness and Plug-and-Play capability as mentioned above, we propose to apply a distributed optimization
algorithm based on distributed control theory to radiometric compensation for a cooperative overlapping projection system, rather than a
centralized control approach in which a host node computes projection
images for all projector nodes. Unique properties of our distributed
projection system consisting of a camera node and multiple projector nodes are: (1) each projector node does not have any information
about other projector nodes as well as target images, (2) the camera
node does not have any information about the projector nodes either,
while having the target images, and (3) only a broadcast communication from the camera node to the projector nodes is allowed to suppress
the data transfer bandwidth. A preliminary result suggests that a distributed optimization algorithm based on feedback control potentially
works for the radiometric compensation in our distributed projection
system [20]. However, it practically requires tens of frames to converge, and consequently, works only for displaying static images.
In this paper, we propose a novel radiometric compensation technique for our distributed projection system by combining the previously proposed distributed optimization with centralized feedforward
mechanism while preserving the distributed feedback structure. The
new technique improves the tracking responsiveness (i.e., speed of
convergence) to realize the projections of radiometrically compensated
moving images. Based on a control theoretic approach, we evaluate
the improvement through the comparison of error-to-reference ratios
in the frequency domain between the previous feedback-only and the
proposed 2 degree of freedom (DOF) (i.e., feedback and feedforward)
control designs. We also conduct real projection experiments to validate moving image qualities of compensated results.
To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We provide the theoretical performance limit of a distributed optimization algorithm based on a feedback control for radiometric compensation in terms of the tracking responsiveness using a
control theoretic approach.
• We combine centralized feedforward mechanism with the distributed optimization structure for improving the tracking responsiveness to realize radiometric compensation of moving images.
• Through real projection experiments, we show the feasibility of
the proposed method for moving images, in terms of the compensation accuracy and the speed of convergence.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Radiometric compensation has been an active research topic in
projection-based AR. Most radiometric compensation techniques apply a projector-camera system (procams) to compensate for projected
colors disturbed by textures on projection surfaces. Bimber et al. proposed a simple linear model to describe the relationship between an
input pixel value to the projector of a procams and projected result
captured by a corresponding camera pixel [6]. Using the model, they
computed an input image for the projector to display a target image
on arbitrary textured Lambertian surfaces. More complex but accurate models have been also proposed, such as one that considers the
crosstalk of color channels [23] and another that considers color valuation within a projector pixel area [14].
These compensation methods assume single projection systems. On
the other hand, multi-projection systems are desirable in many application scenarios of projection-based AR, because they solve various inherent problems of single projection approach such as limited
maximum intensity, defocus blur, and cast shadow [5, 15, 12]. Researchers also tried to solve the radiometric compensation issue in
multi-projection systems. Bimber et al. applied their method to a
multi-projection system by evenly dividing target colors to all projectors [6]. Bermano et al. proposed more general method that computes
a compensation image using a light transport matrix that describes a
relationship between input pixel values for all pixels of all projectors

and the projected result [3]. Although these methods worked well,
they heavily rely on a host computer that have centralized control over
all projectors. Therefore, they are not suitable for our goal that is
to realize a highly scalable, robust, and Plug-and-Play capable radiometric compensation, as mentioned in the first section. Recently, it
was reported that projected results converged in a multiple overlapping
projection system by independently controlling them based on model
predictive control theory [1, 2]. However, it was also pointed out that
the technique did not accurately display target appearances because of
the interference among projections, and it was not designed to display
moving images.
In this paper, leveraging the recent rapid sophistication of distributed control theory that is consequently expanding its application
fields [13, 8], we build a radiometric compensation technique that
meets our requirements (i.e, scalability, robustness, and Plug-andPlay capability) using a distributed optimization algorithm [16]. We
theoretically guarantee the convergence of projected results to target
appearances by explicitly assuming dynamic interference of multiple
overlapping projections on a surface in stability analysis. Furthermore,
to improve the speed of convergence of our distributed optimization,
we combine a centralized feedforward mechanism to compensate for
moving images, while preserving the distributed feedback structure.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to introduce distributed optimization framework from distributed control theory for
radiometric compensation of cooperative multi-projection system.
3 P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P REVIOUS W ORK
This section describes the problem formulation of this researh and
previously proposed radiometric compensation algorithm for our distributed projection system [20]. We build our method based on the
Bimber’s linear model [6]. As with most of radiometric compensation
methods, we assume our projection objects as arbitrary shaped and
textured but limited to Lambertian surfaces.
3.1 System architecture and problem formulation
We consider a projector-camera system composed of n projector nodes
and one camera node that is regarded as an eye of a human observer.
j
Each projector node i has an input image xi ∈ [0, 1] and form factor
j
pi for the j-th pixel. Here, the form factor is the ratio of the projected result image captured by the camera to the input image at each
pixel under completely dark environment. This is normally acquired
by projecting a uniform white image and capturing the reflection on
a projection surface. This value is affected by the reflectance of the
surface, the distance between the projector to the surface, incident angle of projected light, and so on. It is necessary to calibrate the form
factor of the projector once when it is newly added to the system. In
this setting, the camera observation at the j-th pixel can be represented
as
j j

Y j = ∑ pi xi + d j ,

(1)

i

where d j is environmental light (e.g. ambient light and black offset)
(Figure 3). The camera node has a target image r j and importance
map φ j at each pixel. Typical examples of the importance map are
Saliency map [11] and Threshold map [17, 21]. Symbols of this model
are listed in Figure 1.
In order to project the target image accurately, we minimize the
objective function
G(x) =

1
j
φ j (e j )2 , x = (xi ), i ∈ L , j ∈ J ,
2∑
j

(2)

which is the sum of the squared error
n

j j

e j = r j −Y j = r j − ∑ pi xi − d j ,
i=1

weighted by the importance map.

(3)

i ∈ L := {1, 2, · · · , n}
j ∈ J := {1, 2, · · · , m}
j
xi ∈ [0, 1]
j
pi ∈ R+
Y j ∈ R( j ∈ J )
r j ∈ R+ ( j ∈ J )
d j ∈ R( j ∈ J )
φ j ∈ R+ ( j ∈ J )

projector index
pixel index
input image
form factor
projected result image
target image
environmental light
importance map

4 P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
We propose a novel 2-DOF control algorithm that improves the tracking responsiveness of our previously proposed distributed feedback
algorithm [20] (see Section 3.2). First, we apply a control theoretic
approach to analyze the performance and its limit of the previous
method. Second, we describe our new technique that combines a centralized feedforward mechanism with the distributed feedback algorithm. Then, we show the improvement of tracking responsiveness by
comparing Frequency dependent error-to-reference ratios.

Fig. 2. Notation.

4.1 Performance limit of the feedback scheme
In [20], the target projection image was assumed to be static. Thus, k
in the previous section was no more than the iteration index, and r was
k-independent. In this paper, we attempt to project movies. To formulate this situation, we regard k as (discrete) time or frame number, and
the target movie is represented by r[k]. Similarly to the previous case,
we minimize the error
e[k] = r[k] −Y [k].

(8)

It is possible to simply replace r in (5) by r[k]. However, it should
be noted that due to this time-dependency, the responsiveness of the
overall system is more important than the previous case. To analyze
such a dynamic behavior, it is informative to streamline the resulting
system equation without considering the effect of saturation and disturbance d as follows:
e[k + 1] = r[k + 1] −Y [k + 1]
(

Fig. 3. System architecture.

)

n

= r[k + 1] −
3.2

Previous result: Distributed feedback algorithm
j

j

(

To achieve high scalability and robustness, we assume that xi and pi
are available only for the projector node i, and that r j , Y j and φ j are
available only for the camera node. Thanks to the specific structure of
j
(2), we can optimize xi in such a distributed setting. The gradient of
(2) is given by
∂G
j

∂ xi

j

= −pi φ j e j .

where K is a positive constant. Then, each projector updates
j

j

xi [k + 1] = P[xi [k] + pi ξ j [k]]
| {z }
K

∂G
j
∂ xi

(5)
j
xi [k]

by
(6)

[k]



x̄, 0 ≤ x̄ ≤ 1,
P[x̄] := 1, x̄ > 1,

0, x̄ < 0,

x̄ ∈ R.

(7)

This algorithm is equivalent to a (projected) gradient method to minimize G where K works as a stepsize. Actually, it can be proven that
j
this update rule with sufficiently small K makes xi converge to the optimal value in a suitable sense [19]. As described above, once ξ j [k]
is broadcasted to all the projector nodes from the camera node, the
projector nodes can compute input images without other communications among the nodes in the system. This is a completely distributed
process, and furthermore, it is theoretically guaranteed that removal or
addition of projector nodes at run time does not affect the convergence
performance.
Since this algorithm is decoupled pixelwise, the superscript j is
omitted hereafter. Further, φ j = 1 is assumed without loss of generality.

n

)

n

∑ pi (xi [k] + K ∑ pi e[k])

i=1

i=1

(

n

)
2

= r[k + 1] − (r[k] − e[k]) + K ∑ (pi ) e[k]
i=1

= (1 − κK)e[k] + r[k + 1] − r[k]
where

Therefore, if φ j e j is available, each projector node can compute the
gradient without any other information about the other projectors. For
implementation, the camera node can compute and broadcast

j

= r[k + 1] −

(4)

ξ j [k] = Kφ j e j [k] = Kφ j (r j −Y j [k]),

∑ pi xi [k + 1]

i=1

κ := ∑ p2i .

(9)
(10)

i

See Remark 1 below for the disturbance response. We evaluate the
tracking performance based on this expression and control theory.
Firstly, concerning the stability, e[k] remains bounded for any bounded
r[k] if and only if |1 − κK| < 1, or equivalently
0<K<

2
κ

(11)

(see e[k] = (1 − κK)k−1 e[0] when r[k] is constant). This tells us that K
cannot be taken arbitrarily large.
Next, even under this stability condition, e[k] does not necessarily
converge to 0. Actually, it follows from frequency response characteristics of linear systems1 [10] that the error-to-reference
ratio at fre√
quency ω is given by |G1 (eiω )| with i = −1 and
G1 (z) :=

z−1
.
z − (1 − κK)

(12)

Here, the frequency ω ∈ [0, π] is defined by the frame. That is, it represents components in the form of A sin(ωk + θ ) with real constants A
and θ . For example, ω = 0 means static component, and ω = π means
a pixel value flips between two different values frame by frame. In the
special case where r[k] is constant (ω = 0) as in [20], e[k] converges
to 0 because G1 (ei·0 ) = G1 (1) = 0 independent of K.
1 The function G (z) is the so-called transfer function from r to e. Straight1
forwardly applying z-transformation which maps e[k + m] and r[k + m] to
m
m
z E(z) and z R(z) respectively, we obtain E(z) = G1 (z)R(z).

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the distributed gradient method.

Fig. 4. Frequency dependent error-to-reference ratio and their lower
bound.

For general reference moving images r[k], by virtue of the superposition principle, we can expect good precision when |G1 (eiω )| is small
for wide range of ω. See Figure 4 for the plot of |G1 (eiω )| in decibel
for various K ∈ (0, 2/κ). The plot represents the frequency dependent
error-to-reference ratio computed as 20 log10 (error/re f erence). For
example, a projected result of a certain frequency contains an error of
10 % of the reference signal, when the plot takes −20 dB. Note that
this figure is independent of κ.
Though Eq. (12) implies that larger K makes |G1 (eiω )| smaller,
Eq. (11) imposes performance limit. Actually, simple calculation
yields

π
−ω .
(13)
sup eiω − (1 − κK) = eiω + sgn
2
0<K< 2

Fig. 6. 2DOF control scheme.

The additional term can be regarded as a centralized feedforward controller with a feedforward gain ζ ≥ 0; see Figure 6. Again, this computation should be implemented in the camera node where both reference
r[k] and projected result Y [k] are available. Broadcast data size is not
increased, that is, it is identical to one frame data.
Next, we investigate when this feedforward mechanism improves
the performance. Let us conduct similar analysis as in Subsection 4.1.
Direct relationship between r[k] and e[k] is given by
e[k + 1] = r[k + 1] −Y [k + 1]
n

κ

= r[k + 1] − ∑ pi xi [k + 1]

Therefore, we obtain the following explicit performance limit
eiω − 1
 ,
inf |G1 (eiω )| = Φ(ω) := iω
2
e + sgn π2 − ω
0<K< κ

i=1
n

(14)

= r[k + 1] − ∑ pi (xi [k] + pi ξ [k])

(15)

= r[k + 1] − (r[k] − e[k])
− κ {Ke[k] + ζ (r[k + 1] − r[k])}
= (1 − κK)e[k] + (1 − κζ )(r[k + 1] − r[k]).

i=1

where
sgn (ω) =

(
1,
ω ≥0
−1, ω < 0

ω ∈ R,

The plot of Φ(ω) shown in Figure 4 tells us about the previously
proposed distributed optimization that error increases with an increment of the frequency, and
√ a projected result contains more than
31.6 % (≈ 10 [dB] = 1/ 10) of errors at higher frequencies than
ω = 6 × 10−1 even on the lower bound.

(17)

This implies the error-to-reference ratio is given by |G2 (eiω )| with
G2 (z) =

(1 − κζ )(z − 1)
= (1 − κζ )G1 (z).
z − (1 − κK)

(18)

This means that if we can take

4.2 Centralized feedforward mechanism
Figure 5 is a block diagram of the algorithm in the previous section. It
is well-known in feedback control theory that tracking responsiveness
is difficult to improve by modification of error feedback control parameters. A popular remedy for this is to add feedforward mechanism. In
what follows, we propose a novel algorithm for movie projection based
on this 2-DOF (feedback and feedforward) control design.
We do not change the distributed feedback structure. Let us broadcast the following data in stead of ξ in (5):

then G2 (eiω ) = 0 for all ω which implies perfect tracking. For other
ζ , the performance improvement ratio is independent of ω, and given
by

ξ [k] := K(r[k] −Y [k]) + ζ (r[k + 1] − r[k]).
| {z }

Remark 1 This additional feedforward mechanism does not change
the disturbance rejection characteristics, that is, the response of e[k] to

e[k]

(16)

ζ = 1/κ,

|G2 (eiω )|
= |1 − κζ | .
|G1 (eiω )|

(19)

(20)

d[k]:
e[k + 1] = −Y [k + 1]
n

= −d[k + 1] − ∑ pi xi [k + 1]
i

n

(

)

n

= −d[k + 1] − ∑ pi xi [k] + K ∑ pi e[k]
i

i=1

n

= −d[k + 1] − (−e[k] − d[k]) − K ∑ (pi )2 e[k]
i=1

= (1 − κK)e[k] − (d[k + 1] − d[k])

(21)

Thus, the error-to-disturbance ratio is
G3 (z) = −

z−1
= −G1 (z)
z − (1 − κK)

(22)

independent of ζ , which is identical to the error-to-reference ratio
without feedforward mechanism.
4.3 Robustness to parameter mismatch
Ideally, we could choose ζ using (19) and achieve exact tracking.
However, it is impossible to obtain exact value of κ due to measurement errors. In addition, it is desirable from an implementation viewpoint that a common κ is used for all pixels. Hence, in this section, we
evaluate the effect of parameter mismatch.
Let us compare |Φ(ω)|
and |G2 (eiω )| to see the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Recall that
G2 (eiω ) = 0 for all ω for
ζ in (19). We consider
the situation with only one
projector having the form
factor p j whose histogram
is given by Figure 7 (this
data was taken from an experiment setting). Considering this distribution and
(10), let us regard κ́ =
Fig. 7. Histogram of the form factor p j
(140/255)2 as a nominal
measured in an experiment setting.
value of κ. From Figure
4, let us fix K = 0.2 × 2/κ́.
We naturally fix ζ = 1/κ́.
Figure 8 shows |Φ(ω)| and |G2 (eiω )| for p j ’s. Figure 9 shows the
histogram of the improvement ratio |1 − κ j /κ́| in (19) and (20). We
can observe that the additional feedforward mechanism significantly
improve the tracking performance even for the case where exact value
of κ is unavailable. In this case, the error is reduced to 21.9% on
avarage.
5 E XPERIMENT
We evaluated the proposed technique using a projector-camera system.
The system consisted of two projector nodes (EPSON EH-TW410)
and a camera node (PointGrey Flea3 FL3-U3-88S2C-C). In the experiment, we virtually built a distributed system by implementing
three independent controllers on a PC (CPU: Core-i7-3687U 2.10GHz
2.60GHz, RAM: 8.0GB). The communications among the controllers
were limited in such a way that only broadcasting from the camera node to the projector nodes were available. Two projectors were
placed so that the two projections were overlapped each other on a
target surface. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup.
Figure 10 shows three movie clips from two animation films [4, 9]
used as our target images. Each movie clip lasts for around ten seconds
under 10 fps (i.e., k ∈ [1, 100]). We call these movies as animal, apple,
and hand, respectively. For each movie clip, we prepared a texture that
was printed on a sheet of paper, and used as a projection surface (also

Fig. 8. Error-to-reference ratio improved by the feedforward mechanism.

Fig. 9. Histogram of the improvement ratio |1 − κ j /κ́| computed at each
pixel j. The ratio takes low value (i.e., close to zero) when the improvement of the proposal is high (see (20)).

shown in Figure 10). A cup was placed between the projectors and a
target surface as an occluder so that a cast shadow was removed by two
overlapping projections. Specifically, one of the projectors is occluded
while the other is not. We call the occluded one as projector 1, and the
other as projector 2 in the following manuscript.
We used a graycode patten projection technique to acquire pixel
correspondences between the camera and each projector [18]. Uniform white images were then projected to acquire the form factors p,
as shown in the third and forth rows of Figure 10. These geometric
and colorimetric calibrations were performed once in advance.
5.1

Conditions and Results

To evaluate how the proposed technique improves the tracking responsiveness over the previous feedback-only approach, we prepared three
experimental conditions for each target movie clip. In the first condition, the proposed 2-DOF control technique was applied to compensate for the target images. The previous feedback-only technique was
applied in the second and third conditions. The parameter K in the
second condition was set as the same value with the first condition.
We experimentally decided the parameters K and ζ (only for the 2-

image qualities of projected results using the structural similarity index
(SSIM) [22], which is a method for assessing the perceptual quality of
a distorted image when compared to the original. The time series of
SSIM values are shown in Figure 11 for the comparison among the
2-DOF and feedback-only conditions, and in Figure 16 for evaluation
of robustness of the proposed 2-DOF control method.
5.2

Fig. 10. Target movie clips and projection surfaces: (top row) a representative frame of target movie clip, (second row) the appearance of
projection surface under environment light, (third row) the surface under uniform white illumination by projector 1, and (fourth row) that by
projector 2.

Target movie
animal
apple
hand

Condition
2-DOF
Feedback-only
Feedback-only (larger K)
2-DOF
Feedback-only
Feedback-only (larger K)
2-DOF
Feedback-only
Feedback-only (larger K)

K
0.5
0.5
1.3
0.5
0.5
1.8
1.5
1.5
3.8

ζ
1.3
n/a
n/a
1.5
n/a
n/a
2.0
n/a
n/a

Table 1. Parameters.

DOF condition) from initial values given by the method described in
Section 4.3. Note that we used common parameters for all pixels and
frames. In the third condition, we set a larger K, because generally
a larger gain provides a feedback system with a quicker convergence.
We experimentally decided the larger K within the bound of (11) as it
successfully compensated for regions of target images showing large
temporal variations, such as those showing animals. Table 1 shows the
parameters in each condition.
Furthermore, to evaluate the robustness and scalability of the proposed technique, we conducted experiments under three additional
conditions. We prepared the first one for a plug-in situation where
a projector node was newly added to the system. The second one is
for an opposite situation where a projector node connected to the system was suddenly stopped. We prepared the last condition to validate
the robustness of the proposed technique for disturbance such as the
sudden change of environment light. In the above three conditions,
each event happened at the 21-st frame of a movie. The same parameters with the 2-DOF condition were applied in these conditions. In
total, we prepared six experimental conditions.
We conducted eighteen projection experiments (=three target movie
clips×six conditions). As an example of projected results, Figure 1
shows the target image r, the broadcasted data ξ , the input images xi ,
and the projected result Y at the 76-th frame of the animal movie under 2-DOF condition. Note that the projection results of whole image
sequences are shown in our supplementary material. We evaluated the

Discussion on Time Responsiveness

Here, we discuss on the improvement of time responsiveness by the
proposed 2-DOF control approach by comparing the results among
three conditions, 2-DOF, feedback-only, and feedback-only with
larger K. In the SSIM values in Figure 11, it can be seen that 2-DOF
provides the best image quality at most of the frames.
Figure 12 shows the time series of target images and projected results of the animal movie under the three conditions. First, we can
observe in the third row that quickly moving animals almost disappear in some frames in the feedback-only case with K = 0.5. This
means that the previous method with lower gain K could not properly
compensate for image regions where target images showed large temporal variations, which got strongly blurred. This is a consequence
of the lack of responsiveness. Next, as in the forth row, this point is
improved by choosing larger gain K. However, it causes flickering in
particular after 60-th frame. This is a consequence of the large tracking error observed around the highest frequency in Figure 4 for large
K’s. This unstable behaviour for large K is obvious in SSIM values
in Figure 11. On the other hand, the results in the second row solved
these two issues simultaneously. From the results, we confirmed that
the proposed 2-DOF control provided the best compensation results
among all methods.
In addition, to see more in details how the proposed technique
worked, we show the broadcasted data ξ at the 26-th frame of 2-DOF
and feedback-only conditions in Figure 13. As shown in the figure,
the broadcasted data of the 2-DOF control method contains both the
current and next frames information, while that of the feedback-only
method only contains the current frame information. Actually, the additional term in (16) is the difference between two consecutive frames.
Therefore, this component provides information about the direction of
the movement contained in the target images, somewhat like optical
flows. This can be viewed as a reason that the broadcasted data takes
higher values around the boundary of the moving objects.
5.3

Discussion on Robustness

We discuss how the proposed technique is robust for system state
changes due to the following three factors: plug-in, plug-out, and disturbance. The first and second rows of Figure 14 show the selected
target images from the apple movie, and the corresponding projected
results where a new projector was plugged in at the 21-th frame. From
the first to the 20-th frame, there was a shadow of the cup where no
image could be projected by a single projector. The texture of the projection surface was also visible in the non-shadowed area due to the
limited maximum intensity of the projector. At the 21-st frame when
the other projector was added to the system, the projected result was
oversaturated because the system computed the input image to each
projector based on the previous projected result which was darker than
the target image. But ten frames later, the compensation worked without saturations. This feature can be seen in the SSIM values (dashed
blue line in Figure 16) of all three movies. We confirmed that the proposed technique performed radiometric compensation under a plug-in
situation.
The lowest column of Figure 14 shows the projected results of the
apple movie under the plug-out condition where one of the projectors
stopped at the 21-th frame. From the first to the 20-th frame, the projected results were compensated well. At the 21-st frame when a projector whose projected image was occluded by the cup was stopped,
the projected result became darker except for the cup shadow area on
which only a non-occluded projector displayed images in the previous
frames. Ten frames later, such inconsistency was solved but the texture
of the projection surface became visible due to the limited maximum
intensity of the projector. This feature can be seen in the SSIM values

Fig. 11. Time series of SSIM values: (left) animal, (middle) apple, and (right) hand.

Fig. 12. Movie clips of the target and projection results: (top row) representative frames of target movie clip, (second row) the results by the
proposed 2-DOF control method, (third row) the results by the feedback-only method, (forth row) the results by the feedback-only method with a
higher gain K.

(solid blue line in Figure 16) of all three movies. We confirmed that
the proposed technique properly performed radiometric compensation
under a plug-out situation.

disturbance situation.

Figure 15(a) shows the time series of target images and projected
results of the hand movie under the disturbance condition where a
ceiling light was turned on at the 21-th frame. From the first to the
20-th frame, the projected results were well compensated. The projected result became a little bit brighter due to the disturbance at the
21-st frame, while the projected results were well compensated again
only a couple of frames later. A side-by-side comparison is provided
in Figure 15(b) to see the slight brightness difference. This feature
can be seen in the SSIM values (solid green line in Figure 16) of all
three movies. In the SSIM results of animal and hand movies, we can
also see that the compensation performance did not reach to the upper bound (i.e., that of 2-DOF condition) due to the increment of the
black offset by the additional environment light. We confirmed that
the proposed technique performed radiometric compensation under a

The system is not able to adapt for geometrical changes of the projection surface. We assume that all distributed projectors are geometrically registered for the screen surface in advance. This might be a
problem if a user wish to add a plug-in projector, because such additional projector can be placed at an arbitrary position. In this case,
on-line geometrical registration is required. One solution is to apply an
imperceptible calibration method [24] to the system such that a newly
added projector projects graycode pattern images which are detected
only by a camera for geometric calibration, while human observers do
not perceive them. This would be an interesting future direction of this
research.
The proposed algorithm assumes perfect synchronization between
camera and projectors. However, in theory, it also converges without
synchronization while the frame rates of camera and projectors are
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(a)

Fig. 13. Broadcast data: (left) target image and broadcasted data at
26-th and 27-th frame, (middle) enlarged broadcasted data by the proposed 2-DOF control method, (right) enlarged broadcasted data by the
feedback-only method.

Fig. 14. Movie clips for robustness evaluation: (top row) the target images, (second row) plug-in results, (third row) plug-out results.

(b)
Fig. 15. Movie clips for environmental light adaptation (a): (first row) the
target images and (second row) the projection results under the change
of the ceiling light. Projection results for a region just before and after
the change of ceiling light are shown in (b).

we constructed a 2 Degree Of Freedom control structure. More specifically, this system consists of two algorithms: 1. decentralized projection image update based on the distributed gradient method implemented at each projector, and 2. centralized error image broadcast
implemented at the camera node. While the former is crucial to attain scalability and robustness only via limited information exchange,
the latter significantly improves the responsiveness to enable the moving image projection with an high accuracy. The effectiveness was
quantitatively guaranteed by the mathematical analysis of the error-toreference ratio. Also, real projection experiments based on the proposed method were demonstrated.
Since this is the first step to apply control theoretic technique to
develop cooperative projection system, there are many interesting and
also challenging problems. Processing delays in the feedback loop,
adaptive/learning mechanism, spatio-temporal frequency analysis are
promising direction for system design for better cooperative projection
systems, and are currently under investigation.
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In this paper, we proposed a novel radiometric compensation technique for cooperative projection system. Its important feature is that
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